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Let T : [0, I] + [0, I] be a piecewise linear Markov map. It is shown that all density 
functions invariant under T must be piecewise constant. This has useful application 
to solutions of functional equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Z = [a,, ahr]. A measure p on Z is said to be invariant under the 
transformation T : Z + Z is for all measurable sets A c K, p(A) = 
p(~-‘(A)), where 7-l (A) = {x E K : T(X) E A}. p is absolutely continuous 
if there exists an f E C,, the space of integrable functions on K, f(x) L 0, 
such that p(A) = IA f(x) dx for all measurable sets A C K. We refer to f as 
an invariant density under T. It is well known [l] that the invariant densities 
under +r (nonsingular) are the fixed points of the Frobenius- Perron operator 
P,: C, + C, defined by 
For +T piecewise C2 and satisfying inf) T’(X)] > 1, where the derivative exists, 
it is shown in [l] that r admits an absolutely continuous invariant measure. 
A piecewise continuous map T : Z + Z is called Murkm if there exist 
points P: +,<a,< . ..<~.-,<a, such that for i=O,l,..., N- 
lJl( n,,pi+,j is a homeomorphism onto some interval (ujci,, a,&. If T is also 
piecewise linear, then it is shown in [2, Theorem 31 (where there are 
unnecessary restrictions) that the Frobenius-Perron operator, when re- 
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stricted to the space of piecewise constant function on the partition $ = 
{Ii}r=, is a matrix M = M, = (mij), where 
mu = I$[ -‘qj, 
5’ being the slope of 7 on Ii = (uj- ,, uj) and 6,j = 1 if I, C ~(4) and 0 
otherwise. We refer to M as the matrix induced by 7. M is nonnegative and 
for each j E { 1,2, . . . , N}, the nonzero entries in the jth column are 
contiguous and equal to I$]-‘. Let C? denote the class of nonsingular, 
piecewise linear, Markov maps from I into I. 
LEMMA 1 [3]. Let 7 E e. Then M = A#, has 1 us the eigenualue of 
maximum modulus. Furthermore, if M is irreducible the dimension of the 
algebraic and geometric multiplicities of the eigenualue 1 are also 1. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that the system of linear equations ?rM, = 7~ 
always has a nontrivial solution. This is equivalent to the statement hat 7 
always admits an invariant function which is a step function. Note that we 
did not require that inf] 7’1 > 1. The nonsingularity conditions ensure that 
inf] 7’1 > 0. Also, since M, = P, restricted. to the piecewise constant func- 
tions on 5, the dimension of the left eigenspace of the eigenvalue 1 of M, 
constitutes a lower bound for the number of functions invariant under 7. 
The main result of this note states that for certain transformations r in e, 
euery invariant function must be piecewise constant. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let r E C? and let a = infl r’( > 1. Then euery invariant 
function is piecewise constant on the partition J = { Ii}rS, defined by r. 
Proof: Let f be an invariant density under r. By Theorem 1 of [l] we 
know that f is of bounded variation on I. Moreover, we have 
N 
PTf(x) = i~,f(~-l(x))~X,,~;,(x) =fCx)* 
Notice that I$] is constant on Zi since 7 E C?, and that f is identically zero 
outside the range of 7. Let Ik C ~(1) be any interval of the partition $ and 
let x, y E Ik be distinct and fixed. Then x~,(~,,(x) = I,, for all i. Thus, 
f(x) -f(u) = P,f(x) - P,f(Y) 
= j, j$ [ f(5-‘(x)) -f(~-‘(Y))]X,(~,,(x) 
= : &[A?;‘cxl) -f(TF’(Y))]7 
‘I 
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where, to avoid cumbersome notation, we let the index i, vary over all the 
integers i E { 1,2, . . . , N) such that x E ~~(1~). Similarly, for each i,, 
f(T;‘(X)) -.f(T;‘(Y)) = : j$[f(Ti;lTi;l(X)) -f(T;‘T;‘(Y))]~ 
‘I 
and so on. Therefore, 
~~~‘..~lf(Ti~l...~i;‘(X))--f(?,~l...~i;l(y))l. (1) 
4 ‘” 
Now, it is easy to see that 
(( q-l... Ti,‘Ti,‘(x>, ‘i,’ “* ‘i;lTi~‘(Y)))i, i,,..,,i n 
is a finite collection of at most N” nonoverlapping intervals. Consequently, 
the summation in (1) is bounded above by the total variation off, Vn”,Nf, and 
hence 
If(x) -f(r)1 If “vj< f 
00 
for large n. Therefore, f( x) = f( y ) and f is constant on Ik. Q.E.D. 
It is worth noting that the slope condition in Theorem 1 is essential. For 
if inf)7’1 5 1, there may exist invariant functions which are of bounded 
variation on Z but are not piecewise constant on the partition defined by 7. 
Consider, for example, the map 7 : I + I defined by 
T(X) = 2x, Olxrf 
= -x-t-$, f<x51. 
The Frobenius-Perron operator associated with 7 is given by 
05x<; 
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Let f be any function of bounded variation which is zero on (0, f) and 
symmetric with respect to the line x = $ on the interval (f, 1). Clearly, this 
function satisfies P,f = f, and hence is invariant under 7. Thus, invariant 
functions need not be piecewise constant. 
The slope condition can, however, be weakened. 
LEMMA 2 [4]. Let r E C?. Assume M = M, is primitive, i.e., 3n 3 all 
entries of M” are positive. Then 3k 3 
inf](@)‘] > 1. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 in [4] requires 7 to have the property 
that for any interval A C 13j 3 &(A) = I. The primitivity assumption on 
M together with Theorem 2.3 of [4] guarantees that r has this property. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let r E C? and let M = M, be primitive. Then r admits a 
unique invariant function which is piecewise constant. 
Proof: By Lemma 2, 3k 3 inf](#)‘] > 1. Let Sk be the partition with 
respect to which r k is Markov. By Theorem 1, every invariant density fk 
under rk is piecewise constant. Since M is irreducible, it follows from 
Lemma 1 that fk is unique (up to multiplicative constants). Thus fk is the 
unique solution of P,t f = f. 
Suppose now that r admits two invariant densities: h and g. Then 
P,ah = Pk-‘P h = h and P,kg = g, contradicting the uniqueness of fke 
Hence 7 idmi& a unique invariant density and it is equal to fk. Note that we 
used the property P7k = P,” [ 11. Q.E.D. 
3. EXAMPLES 
(1) Let 7 : [0, l] + [0, l] be defined by 
T(X) = 2x ++, x E I, = [O, f) 
= -x+3, x E 1* = (a, 4) 
= -2x+$, x E 13 = <+,4> 
= -x+1, x E 14 = ($, l] 
7 is Markov on {Ii};=, and the third iterate of 7 satisfies inf]( T3)‘] > 1. By 
Theorem 2, T admits a unique invariant density which is the solution of 
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0 0 f f’ 
J,f= 0 0 0 1 
0 f 4 0’ 
\l 0 0 0 
Thus rr = (2,1,2,2) defines the unique (up to constant multiples) invariant 
density f under T, i.e., 
f(x) = 2 on [OA) U(i, 11 
= 1 on (a, t) 
(2) Let h : [0, l] + [0, l] be the homeomorphism defined by h(x) = 6 
For r as in Example (l), let r, = h -’ 0 T 0 h. Then r and 7, are topologically 
conjugate transformations and 
T,(X) = (26 + t)‘, x E[O,ik) 
= (++g2, x E (&A) 
= (-2fi+qZ, x E (&S) 
= (-fi+ 1)2, xE(&,l]. 
It can be readily shown that r, admits a unique invariant density f, and 
f, = (fo h)h’. Explicitly, 
fib) = yL9 x +4i$i) U(SJ] 
X 
1 =- 
26’ 
x E (k a>. 
(3) On the interval [0, l] consider the functional equation 
f(x)=~[f(g)+f(~)+...+f(X+::-l)], (2) 
where n L 2 is a fixed integer. For 1 I k I n, let Ik = ((k - 1)/n, k/n) 
and define rk : Ik + [0, l] by am = nx + 1 - k. Then define 7k : [0, l] + 
[0, l] by letting T) 1k = TV. Clearly T E k?. Also, it is easy to see that A4 = M, 
is primitive. Hence 7 admits a unique invariant density f. 
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Now, for every f E C , , we have 
P,nx,=$‘f(+) 
k=O 
and hence f is invariant under T if and only if it is a solution of the 
functional equation (2). We claim that f = constant. This follows from the 
fact that all entries of M are equal to l/n. 
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